Behind the Company
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ALL-CERAMIC • CAD/CAM • COMPOSITE • TRADITIONAL

www.DreamSmileDental.com
There is a great smile.

Behind the Company...
Dream Smile Dental Studios vision, is to be a world class leader in the eyes of our employees, creating educational, relaxed, and exciting work environments and to be legendary in the eyes of our customers, creating dream smiles, and lasting memories with every crown we make to every customer they serve.

Dream Smile opened for business March 2004. The company founder and President Roobik (Rick) Ebrahimi-CDT, brings with him more than 25 years of dental technology experience. At the early age of 20, he earned his certification in dental technology, and during his career he influenced the development of the “Encore™ Bridge” technology that is now considered an industry standard. Rick is a renowned national and international lecturer on various topics such as composites, and implants.

Dream Smile major competitive strength lies in its founder’s ability to fabricate an unprecedented restoration, effectively train the technicians at all levels, and eloquently communicate and educate the dentists and their customers.

Dream Smile emphasizes customer training. This is accomplished through sponsored seminars and hands-on clinics, chair side and telephone consultations. This advanced training and our partnership with several prominent educators and lecturers, have assisted our customers substantially increase the revenue generated from each restoration, thus highlighting the value for the services Dream Smile can provide each dentist, increasing their customer overall retention.

In addition to advancing our customers education, we invest in the latest technologies, materials, and equipments to help our technicians elevate their skills and techniques. Embracing latest technologies gives our technicians the opportunity to receive further specialized hands-on instructions in each of the products for un-equaled results, encouraging greater individual responsibility.
Creating a dream smile requires a certain degree of pre-planning, as every case small or large is unique to the patient’s individual needs. Dream Smile Case Planning Specialists start the communication process prior to tooth preparation, ensuring the best products selection, for successful, customized results, that in most cases, exceeds patient’s expectations, creating lasting memories with every smile they take.

CASE PRE-PLANNING

Through we are primarily a cosmetic dental laboratory, Dream Smile lends its expertise to the movie industry by creating some of Hollywood’s most memorable special effect restorations. A full product list of Dream Smile traditional and specialty dental restorations are referenced on the side panel.

SPECIAL EFFECT - MOVIE INDUSTRY SERVICES

Three-way Communication between patient, laboratory, and the dental practice is vital to creating the best possible restoration. Therefore, Dream Smile designed the restoration request form so that smiles could be expansively communicated; making it possible to create teeth with delicate differences (e.g. coping design, surface anatomy, shade characterization, length of teeth, stains, etc.) Dental photography is used in conjunction with the customized restoration request to properly and easily communicate these subtle differences.

ADVANCED COMMUNICATION PRACTICES
RESTORATIVE SERVICES

**ALL-CERAMIC**
- IPS Empress®
- IPS Empress® 2
- IPS Empress® Esthetic
- IPS Eris™
- Colorite Feldspathic Veneer

**CAD/CAM TECHNOLOGY**
- Procera® Alumina/Zirconia
- Cercon™ Zirconia
- Lava™ Zirconia

**INDIRECT COMPOSITES**
- Sculpture®/Fibrekor®
- BelleGlass™ HP
- Encore™ Bridge

**TRADITIONAL**
- PFM
- GoldTech®Bio-2000
- Full Cast Metal
- Implants

**AUXILIARY SERVICES**
- Temporaries
- Diagnostic Wax-ups
- Dental Photography
- Custom Shade
- Implant Stints
- Case Consultation
- Preparation Guide
- Special Effects – Movie Industry

IPS EMPRESS®, IPS EMPRESS® 2 and IPS EMPRESS® Esthetic, A registered trademark of Ivoclar North America.
IPS Eris™, A registered trademark of Ivoclar North America.
PROCERA® ALUMINA/ZIRCONIA, A trademark of Nobel Biocare.
CERCON™ ZIRCONIA, A registered trademark of Dentsply/Ceramco Corporation.
LAVA™ ZIRCONIA, A registered trademark of 3M ESPE Corporation.
Encore™ Bridge, SCULPTURE® PLUS / FIBREKOR®, A registered trademarks of Pentron Corporation.
BelleGlass™ HP, A trademark of Kerr Sybron Corporation.
Dream Smile Dental Studios mission, is to meet the cosmetic dental restoration needs of our dentists and their customers. We seek to create an environment conducive for all of our people working productively together to make changes needed to attain leadership in providing high quality, differentiated products, and legendary customer service. Our thrust for business development is to penetrate existing markets, deliver cosmetic restoration and services to new geographic markets, and strategically manage our business mix to achieve superior results.

By Understanding the Art,
We Create A Dream Smile

Dream Smile Dental Studios
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